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The number of children learning to use the internet increases day by day. Using the information that can be found in the internet can be helpful for studying and researching for school works, home works and a lot of school tasks. It is available whenever you need it and it can be accessed easily unlike before that you have go to a library just to look for a certain topic that you don't understand. Now, its just a matter of one click. However, children were only taught how to use the internet but not the measures that they should do upon using it and if these children don’t know how to use internet responsibly, it could be a huge problem.

Nowadays, aside from researching in the internet for school works, popular game sites spark the interest of children and teenagers. These games relax the minds of children and it serves as past times when they’re done with everything that they have to do. It’s not bad to play computer games as a reward for themselves but they should be reminded that they could only play after doing all of their school works and other commitments. They should learn their limitations and how to stop when they have to and they should be disciplined. If they were left unmonitored and not learning how to control themselves, in a matter of time, it could lead to game addiction. Also, there are tons of fake ads and scams loitering around the internet. Children should be taught not to believe everything on the internet unless the given information were true and proven.

It is true that internet is a great advancement in technology and it made studying a lot easier but people should also be aware of how to use it responsibly. Children should be taught on how to use it moderately and correctly. Parents should be a guide
for their children so they would be a responsible internet user and wouldn’t abuse the privilege given to them.
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